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JOSEPHINSTUDIOF

Hello! We are the JosephinStudioF photographers. We’ve been in this business for 
enough time, and we’ve seen it evolve from being just a formality to a beautiful 

experience that brings people a lot of joy on the day of celebrations.

"We are in the Art of Creating People Happy."
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https://josephinstudiof.in/


Our Wedding Photography Services
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• Candid photography

• Pre-wedding shoots

• Wedding photography

• Post-wedding PHOTOSHOOTS

• Destination wedding photography

• Event photography

• We travel light



Candid photography

Candid wedding photography, also known as documentary or 
reportage photography, or photojournalism, is a type of 

photography in which the photographer simply observes the 
action rather than intervening or changing the course of events to 

convey the story of the wedding day
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Candid Wedding Photography



Pre-wedding shoots

Pre-wedding picture shoots are most effective when they capture 
the couple's true spirit. Explore your passions as a couple and 

incorporate them into your shoot to achieve ideal photographs of 
your loving moments
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Pre Wedding Shoots



Wedding photography

Wedding photography is, without a doubt, the most in-demand 
segment in the photography industry these days. When it comes 
to selecting a wedding photographer to record their special day, 

couples exercise extreme caution. 
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https://josephinstudiof.in/


Wedding shoots



Post-wedding PHOTOSHOOTS

Wedding photoshoots are traditional. While the candid 
photographer does capture a lot of couple moments, it’s not until 

the newlyweds get their photos taken when they’re posing for 
them as a couple the function is over!
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Post-wedding Shoots



We Pride ourselves on simple work ethics –
creativity and client satisfaction. We respect 

the client’s need to create wonderful 
memories, and we commit ourselves to create 
them with our cameras. Here are a few stills 

from our archives!

Contact Us:

Address: #65 C1 & C2, WCC Palace Road, 
Nagercoil, KK dist. - 629001

Email ID: Josephinphotostudio@gmail.com

Call @ +91 7598681294

Life is an Adventure - Capture Every Minute.


